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“Grandpa hid some treasure for Charlie to nd, then he 
gave him clues. Grandpa told Charlie he was cold when 
he was far away from the hidden treasure. Then he told 
him that he was getting warm when Charlie went closer. 

Stickybeak the parrot told him when he was getting hot.”

•  Match numbers as words and numerals.

•  Study contractions:    I'm  I've  we'll  you're  it's 

didn’t  wasn’t  I’ll 

•  Locate comparative and superlative endings:  – –er  est

•  Discuss ordinal numbers:  first  second  third

•  Locate compound words:   something  bookshelf  goldfish  

Stickybeak  himself

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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          ,  When Grandpa went to visit Charlie
            .he always had a surprise for him

"           ,"  Today we'll have a treasure hunt
  .  said Grandpa

"             .  I'll hide something for you to find
            .  I'll tell you when you're getting hot

            ."Close your eyes and count to ten
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" ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  One two three four five
,  ,  ,  ,  !    six seven eight nine ten
  !"    .  I'm coming shouted Charlie

"           Stickybeak will help me find
  ."the treasure
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            The first place that Charlie looked
      .was under the table

" ,    ,"    ,  No you're cold said Grandpa
        .and he laughed to himself

      ,  Stickybeak flew around squawking
"   ,    ." No good no good



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
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